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Risk Disclaimer
The risk disclaimer is meant to inform the user of the potential financial risks of
engaging in foreign exchange trading, and should be read in conjunction with the Risk
Statement and Disclosure contained in the Client Agreement.
The transaction of such financial instruments known as Forex, fx, or currency, and
dealt on a valued basis known as "spot" or "forward", "day trading" and "option", can
contain a substantial degree of risk. Before deciding to undertake such transactions
with easyMarkets, and indeed, any other firm offering similar services, a user should
carefully evaluate whether his/her financial situation is appropriate for such
transactions.
Trading foreign exchange may result in a substantial or complete loss of funds and
therefore should only be undertaken with risk capital. The definition of risk capital is
funds that are not necessary to the survival or wellbeing of the user. easyMarkets
strongly recommends that a user, who is considering trading foreign exchange
products, read through all the main topics contained in the easyMarkets website so
that he/she may obtain a clear and accurate understanding of the risks inherent to fx
trading.
Opinions and analysis on potential expected market movements contained within the
easyMarkets website are not to be considered necessarily precise or timely, and due to
the public nature of the internet, easyMarkets cannot at any time guarantee the
accuracy of such information. Information provided on this website is intended solely
for informational purposes and is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and
accurate. Information is in no way guaranteed.

Risk Warning: Forward Rate Agreements, Options and CFDs (OTC Trading) are
leveraged products that carry a substantial risk of loss up to your invested capital and
may not be suitable for everyone. Please ensure that you fully understand the risks
involved and do not invest money you cannot afford to lose. Please refer to our full
risk disclaimer. EF Worldwide Ltd
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